Green Lake Elementary Site Overview

Guiding Principles:

- Develop a strategic master plan that provides an inclusive play experience mindful of our diverse students, families, and community.
- Retro-fit active space and develop unused space so that it encourages social and emotional self-development of our students through play.
- Honor the memory of Jack Ahrens.

Preliminary Synopsis:

A. Retrofit the current concrete space into a mixed-use play area that softens the edges and includes both hard and soft surfaces that include concrete and turf, climbing space, interactive space, tactile space, etc.

B. Develop the open space on the NE side of the building.

C. Develop the open space at the top of the play area to accommodate additional play structures, etc.

D. Upgrade and retrofit deficient play structures to accommodate a broader mass of the student population.

E. TBD - Future considerations yet to be determined.

Additional Considerations:

Currently, there is a need to plan for, add, incorporate, and construct appropriate play structures and areas for pre-kindergarten, kindergarten, medically fragile, behavioral, and students experiencing challenges associated with hearing, vision, speech, etc. It is also critical to include a review of ADA accessibility and include appropriate additions and retrofitting as required.